Branched-chain amino acid in chronic renal failure patients: respiratory and sleep effects.
Sleep disorders, including a high incidence of sleep apnea, have been recognized as a significant problem in chronic renal failure (CRF) patients. In a preliminary study, we examined CRF patients on maintenance hemodialysis for three nights; one control night, and thereafter randomized to infusion of saline (placebo) for one night and 4% branch-chain amino acid (BCAA) solution for one night. Polysomnographic and respiratory data [respiratory rate, oxygen saturation and end-tidal CO2 (ETCO2)] was recorded continuously throughout the nights and data from each hour compared with baseline (awake) values. The patients studied were characterized by reduced sleep quality and decreased amount of rapid eye movement (REM) sleep. The BCAA infusion was associated with a return of REM sleep to normal and a significant decrease in ETCO2 during both REM and non-REM sleep (P less than 0.05). Our findings demonstrate respiratory stimulation during sleep with infusion of BCAA; this stimulatory effect on respiration (in contrast to many respiratory stimulants) is associated with an increased amount of REM sleep.